SOMASS WATERSHED
FLOOD MANAGEMENT PLAN
1 WELCOME

Thank you for participating in the
Somass Watershed Flood Management Plan.
Flood mitigation is a long-term, collaborative process based on informed planning and decision-making.
The flood mapping created for this project is an important step in flood mitigation and adaptation.
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2 ABOUT THE PROJECT
This project has been focused on analyzing the Somass Watershed and preparing mapping that shows the outcomes of future flood events.

Why Update Flood Mapping?

Study Area: Somass Watershed

f Floods are the most commonly occurring natural hazard
in Canada. By proactively preparing for flood mitigation,
communities can invest in practical projects that sustain
future land use growth and prosperity.

Note: This Study focuses on
river, coastal, and lake flooding.
Assessment of Tsunami hazards
are not part of this Study.

f Communities around the world are dealing with the effects
of increasing storm events as we adapt to changing climates
and evolving land uses.

Phase 1

Data
Collection

Gather data to build an accurate model of the
watershed: existing conditions, historic change,
storm events, and coastal processes. Met with
Technical Working Group to incorporate local
knowledge.

Phase 2

Hydraulic
Modelling

Develop, calibrate, and validate a model that shows
how the watershed will react under a certain storm
event and predict where flooding will occur. In
future planning, the model can be used to assess
how mitigations will change flood impacts.

Phase 3

Flood
Mapping

Use the model to create flood maps that show the
inundation zones during a flood event and setting
regulatory flood construction levels to protect
future development. Met with Technical Working
Group to review results.

Winter / Spring
2018 / 2019

Spring / Summer
2019

f Communities in the Somass Watershed have a history of
flooding, property damage, and transportation impacts from
winter storms and recognize that a long-term strategy for
flood management is required.

Fall / Winter
2019

f Flood mapping was last done in the mid-1990s. Since then,
there has been new land use development, changes in the
landscape, changes in climate projections, and improved
methods for predicting flood hazard.
f Flood mapping identifies areas that may be impacted by
future flooding – a crucial step in flood mitigation. The
maps will help communities embark on a collaborative and
informed approach to mitigation planning and adaptation.

Flood Mapping Process

WE ARE HERE

Phase 4

Winter / Spring
2019 / 2020

Mapping
Review &
Future Steps

Share the outcomes of the technical flood mapping
with the community and initiate discussion on
future steps including mitigation and adaptation
planning.

The Study area includes:
f Sproat, Stamp, and Somass Rivers and Kitsuksis Creek
f Portions of Sproat Lake and Great Central Lake shorelines
f North part of the Alberni Inlet coastline

OUTCOME:
Somass Watershed Flood
Mapping & Discussion of
Potential Future Steps
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3 WHERE DOES THIS PROJECT FIT IN FLOOD MITIGATION & ADAPTATION PLANNING?
Flood mapping is a step within a larger process for flood mitigation and adaptation planning. While there is more work to be done in the future, the mapping will provide a technically sound
foundation for identifying, studying, and implementing future mitigation project to prepare our communities for more extreme weather events and flooding.
THIS PROJECT
COMPLETE
FLOOD HAZARD
IDENTIFICATION
Identify where
to conduct flood
mapping based on
potential risk and
hazard

FUTURE STEPS (process and timelines to be determined)
FLOOD HAZARD
DELINEATION
Collect data on the
watershed
Estimate the design
flood (what conditions
lead to flooding)
Develop a hydraulic
model and calibrate
and validate to confirm
accuracy
Complete modelling to
estimate flood levels
and impacts

FLOOD MAPPING
& DISSEMINATION
Develop draft mapping
to demonstrate the
inundation and flood
hazards during a flood
event
Review, refine, and
finalize maps
Distribute mapping
and data for use by
communities in future
flood planning

FLOOD RISK
ASSESSMENT
Identify what is at
risk based on the
flood mapping
(e.g., infrastructure,
homes, public and
private property,
environmental assets,
etc.)

FLOOD MITIGATION
OPTIONS
Identify options that
could reduce flood
impacts
Engage with the
community and
stakeholders to
identify principles and
priorities for evaluating
mitigation options

MITIGATION
EVALUATION &
SELECTION
Complete technical
analysis of mitigation
options to determine
how well they address
flood impacts and
understand potential
downstream impacts
Complete suitability
analysis and
engagement to evaluate
how well options
support values (e.g.,
cost, level of protection,
environment)
Select a package
of options and
recommend directions
for flood mitigation
and adaptation

IMPLEMENTATION
Set policy and
regulations to ensure
future development is
resilient to flooding
Obtain funding
and build physical
infrastructure that will
help protect existing
assets
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4 MAPPING PROCESS
What goes into making a flood map?
FIELD SURVEYING & MONITORING
Field work including bathymetric river-bottom
surveys, terrestrial surveys, and water level and
discharge measurements

This map shows potential
flooding within the Somass
Watershed during a 1 in 200year flood event (0.5% chance
of occurring in any given year)
View the big floor map for
a closer look or visit
acrd.bc.ca/somass-flood!
LEGEND

GEOMORPHIC ASSESSMENT
Assessments and review of historical information
to see how river channels have changed over time
and understand how erosion / deposition may
change river capacity and flows
HYDROLOGY ANALYSIS
River and coastal analysis to review flood history,
analyze high water events, understand river flows,
assess shorelines, and incorporate climate change
predictions
HYDRAULIC MODELLING
Development, calibration, and validation of
computer models to predict the dynamic hydraulic
behaviour of the Somass Watershed’s river, lakes,
and coastal areas
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5 BUILDING A COLLECTIVE HISTORY OF FLOOD IMPACTS
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At the start of the Study, members of the Working Group shared observations
and stories about flood impacts in the Somass Watershed. This information builds
understanding about where and how flood events have been experienced, helping
to validate flood mapping results and setting the stage for future steps.
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Please continue building this collective knowledge by adding a flood
event experience or observation that you’ve had. Write your comment
on a sticky note and post it to the map below.
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Flood in mid-90s completely
submerged the fish ladders at
Stamp Creek Provincial Park
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“Orange” bridge is the only access
for communities to the west and carries
water, sewer and gas lines - damage or
loss would have significant impacts
The new City sewage lagoon
(formerly owned by Catalyst) is a
key piece of infrastructure
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Mill site is at low elevation
and could be at risk if waters rise
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2017 - Sproat River log
sweep broke, resulting in
downstream damages
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Flooding and road closures
on 3rd & 4th Ave have affected
businesses and homes
between Bute St and Dunbar St
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Sproat Lake

Somass has had little fish
habitat creation (e.g., side
channel development) compared
to other major watersheds
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Logging and
development have changed
watercourses over time
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McCoy Lake Rd
floods and bridge has
washed out - blocks
secondary access to
Sproat Lake

Sproat Lake / Tseshaht First Nation
residents do not have access to an
emergency shelter if Hwy 4 is blocked

3008 Fifth Avenue
Port Alberni, B.C. V9Y 2E3
Canada
Office: 250.720.2700
www.acrd.bc.ca
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2018 - Algae bloom affected
water quality of Sproat Lake
(question if it was partly due to
sediment runoff during floods)
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2016, 2017 - Rain events flooded
homes on Sproat Lake and led to
hazards like inundated electrical, floating
propane tanks, flooded septic, etc.
Recurring floods affect property values,
insurance, repair costs, resident morale,
etc.
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Bank erosion on Sproat Lake
and river, leading to property loss

at the mouth of Sproat Lake
could reduce lake flooding?
What would the downstream
effects be?
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Culvert at Plested Rd
& Beaver Creek Rd floods
during heavy rain events
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2016 Dry Creek upgrades has
helped reduce flood impacts
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6 THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF FLOOD MAPS
The information generated through flood mapping can provide a range of planning and adaptation tools. This process has led to the creation of two key types of flood maps.

MAP TYPE

Type 1: Flood Depth Map

Type 2: Designated Floodplain Map

EXAMPLE

DESCRIPTION

f Shows the floodwater extent and depth during a select flood event

f Designates the extent of area within the floodplain, but does not illustrate
flood depth
f Shows Flood Construction Levels for future development located within
the designated floodplain area

TYPICAL
USES

f Public communications to illustrate impacts
f Emergency preparedness planning

f Regulatory planning for land use and new development
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7 AN INTRODUCTION TO MITIGATION
There is no one solution to “fix”
flood impacts. A collaborative and
forward-looking approach is needed
to analyze and select a package of
mitigation tools that provide timely,
cost effective, and practical flood
risk management while respecting
community values and staying
adaptable to future uncertainties.
A menu of typical mitigation
approaches is introduced here.
Future steps in flood planning will
identify a combination of options
that meet the specific needs of the
Somass Watershed.

WATERSHED-LEVEL MITIGATIONS

MANAGED RETREAT

Upstream storage / release management projects, such
as reservoirs or dams, can reduce the severity of flooding
during flood conditions by holding more water during the
event and releasing it slowly. Regional partnerships are
key as these are typically large-scale, expensive projects
affecting multiple communities.

Knowing extents of flood impacts helps communities make
informed decisions about how to locate future land uses
and key infrastructure or essential services such as power
and water generation and distribution, sewer facilities,
emergency services, and emergency travel routes. Choices
can be made about potential relocation to less vulnerable
areas during renewal or replacement.

COMMUNITY FLOOD BARRIERS

Community flood barriers, or dikes, can mitigate
vulnerable areas by providing a physical barrier that resists
flood impacts. Careful consideration of community flood
barriers is important because they are costly to build and
maintain, can contribute to downstream impacts, and
failure can be catastrophic.
UPDATED FLOODPLAIN POLICY AND PROPERTY PROTECTION

Property-level and flood policy measures, such as
changes to land use and building regulations and types
of development permitted in flood-prone areas, are an
important part of community plans. These measures
regulate redevelopment or new development so it is done
in a way that reduces vulnerability to flooding.

ALTERNATE CONSTRUCTION METHODS

Options like elevating buildings on fill or piles, providing
flood-proofing, or elevating critical living space and
equipment above flood levels can allow buildings in flood
risk areas to better withstand flood events.
FLOOD EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS AND COMMUNICATIONS

Emergency evacuation is a key tool for protecting public
safety. Continuing to improve evacuation protocols and
flood response communications to notify of imminent flood
events is important. Public education in advance, combined
with frequent public updates as an event develops, helps
communities be prepared to respond.
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8 EARLY MITIGATION IDEAS LIST
Through this process a number of mitigation ideas have been identified. This is an early list and should not be considered exhaustive or
complete. These and other ideas will be explored as communities take future steps in flood mitigation and adaptation planning. The hydraulic
model created during this process will be an important tool for assessing how mitigation options will affect the watershed and flood risk. Public
engagement will be a key components to analyzing the suitability of options against public values and priorities.
#
1

MITIGATION IDEA

Modify outlet of Sproat Lake

2

Raise sections of Highway 4

3

Flood-proof houses upstream
of Highway 4 bridge

MITIGATION TYPE
(see descriptions on display #7)

DESCRIPTION

Watershed-level
Mitigation

Explore if changes to the channel at the outlet of Sproat Lake could reduce
lake levels during floods. Downstream impacts would need to be considered

Community Flood Barriers

Hwy 4 upstream of the bridge frequently floods during storms, impacting
access to the West Coast. Raising sections of the highway above flood levels
could reduce impacts and maintain key routes

Alternate Construction
Methods

5

3

7

Homes in the Tseshaht community are often subject to flooding. Raising
habitable floors above flood level could help protect properties from flood
impacts
The existing dike constricts the river channel. Breaching the dike could reduce
flood levels during low tides, helping to mitigate flooding on the north side of
the river. There could also be potential environmental benefits to the estuary

4

Breach Airport Road dike

Watershed-level
Mitigation

5

Modify GCL dam structure for
flood control

Watershed-level
Mitigation

The existing dam could be modified to safely increase storage in Great Central
Lake during storm events with slow release following the event. Environmental
impacts would need to be considered

6

Widen river at Highway 4
bridge

Watershed-level
Mitigation

The river narrows at the Hwy 4 bridge and widening could help release storm
flows faster. Downstream impacts would need to be considered

7

Raise River Road dike and add
pump stations

Community Flood Barriers

The existing Hwy 4 dike is at risk of breach during major storm events. Raising
would help protect properties behind the dike against increased flood impacts.
Pump stations would be needed move accumulated stormwater from the
protected inland basin over the dike

8

Floodplain retreat (not shown
on map)

Managed Retreat

9

Coastal region retreat and/
or flood-proofing (not shown
on map)

Updated Floodplain
Policy

Retreat of key facilities, infrastructure, and land uses to outside of identified
flood areas
Policy updates to limit new development in floodplain areas and require new
development to meet enhanced flood construction requirements

1

2

4
6
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9 YOUR COMMENTS
Future identification, analysis, and evaluation of flood mitigation options will be a collaborative process. We’d like to hear any early
thoughts you have for consideration in future steps. Write your responses to the below questions on a sticky note and post.
After reviewing the early mitigation ideas identified so far:
f Do you have any specific comments about one of the mitigation ideas?
f Do you have any other mitigation ideas you think warrant exploration?
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There are many different values that could be used to evaluate
whether or not a mitigation should be pursued - for example:
cost, level of protection provided, downstream impacts,
environmental benefits or impacts, and more. Are there key
values you think are important to consider?

